
MARS UVC® AIR CURTAIN: A BUILDING 
BLOCK FOR TRUE SANITATION

THE ULTIMATE IN BUILDING PROTECTION
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Heat loss when door is opened.
8 minutes later (50 ft penetration)

Air transfers between the inside and outside of a
building when an air curtain is o� and its door is open.

Air curtain forms an e�ective thermal barrier 
minimum heat loss from the building.
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Air transfers between the inside and outside of a building when its door is open.

atmosphere is everything
marsair.com    •    800-421-1266

For over 50 years, Mars Air Systems has been the international leader 
with air curtains. Manufacturing products of the highest reliability that can 
fit a range of applications and sizes; from drive-thru windows to receiving 
doors to outdoor patios, we help you comply with federal and state reg-
ulations while we lower energy costs and protect climatized air.

“PLASTIC STRIP CURTAINS OUR NUMBER ONE HAZARD” 

In a 62,000 sq. ft. facility, Empire Packaging and Displays produces $50M 

annually in corrugated boxes and displays, many of which give food produc-

ers the means to package & ship products in hygienic envelopes. The Empire 

team realized “plastic strips were the number one hazard in the factory – even 

more than the equipment we used,” said co-owner Hal Mottet, “because 

they were constantly dirty, had turned cloudy after a month of use, and were 

often pushed aside by staff who found them cumbersome and intrusive to 

their work.”  The Empire team discovered that for a few dollars in electricity 

per month they could achieve a safe and effective barrier to keep dust, debris 

and flying insects out of the plant with the bonus of more productive climatic 

conditions for workers. With the installation of three Mars air curtains riding 

shotgun over their 14-foot dock doors, “The plant is definitely more comfort-

able and visibility around the dock doors is at all-time highs which eliminates 

our worries about worker safety. 

QUANTIFIED ENERGY SAVINGS + 
INCREASING WORKER PRODUCTIVITY

Large cavernous manufacturing centers withstand complexities -- voluminous 

staff, high traffic, inconsistent climate control, and ongoing pressure to create 

productive working environments so output goals are hit month after month. 

In the Campbell Soup Company’s sprawling, 2.4 million-sq.-ft. facility, a collec-

tion of exterior doors continually introduce outside air. Facility managers were 

using propeller-based fans in an ill-working attempt to barricade the unwanted 

airflow they blamed for drafts and shrinking productivity. The fans were doubly 

ineffective because they relied on excessively high horsepower to produce a 

wide projection of diffused air. The Mars air curtain solution was able to pro-

duce a precision air barrier with a concentrated blast of air that used only three 

(3) total horsepower versus the fan’s excessive 15 hp or the energy equivalency 

of one standard metal parking light with a 1500-watt metal halide bulb turned 

on for one hour.   

MANAGING THE ATMOSPHERE 
FOR CONSISTENT PRODUCT QUALITY 

The outcome of manufacturing is its best when the environment is highly 

controlled. Regulating the environment must include the ability to normalize 

temperature and block dust and debris from precision operations. As one of 

the industry leaders in home safety, product pioneers and hosts to multiple 

US-based manufacturing facilities, Kwikset knew the value they could realize 

by controlling the atmosphere. The Kwikset team turned to Mars to produce 

the heated air curtains they knew would be essential to ride herd over their 

shipping and receiving dock doors at their California facility and achieved the 

result they intended.

STOPPING WIND IN INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
When you serve over 1.1 million customers each year, you take work environ-

ment comfort and staff productivity very seriously. When natural gas service 

provider Washington Gas Company recognized their need to simultaneously 

preserve the inner warmth of the workspace in their new maintenance facility 

and also hinder wind gusts and the entry of dust, dirt and flying insects, they 

called on Mars Air Systems. Knowing the Mars air curtain would strategically 

place an invisible warm air flow barrier, they installed eight of them and took 

a big first step to making sure that the repetitive opening of service bay doors 

for cars, service vans and trucks wouldn’t impact the comfort of the facility 

and output of their team.  
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THE MARS AIR SYSTEMS SOLUTION IN ACTIONClean rooms and  healthcare settings must meet strict 
regulatory standards. Let Mars provide support with the 
specialized sanitation provided by the Mars UVC.

Education-based foodservice areas and receiving areas 
demand heightened sanitation while entrances benefit 
from the flying pest, debris and dust barrier Mars offers.

Protect vulnerable foodservice prep and serving areas from dust, pathogens, 
flying pests, & debris while reducing the build-up of ethylene from produce 
and restricting microbial growth.

Large distribution centers realize higher sanitation and odor control at the 
receiving doors, lavatories, and dock areas.

• Mars UVC air curtains reduce the biological load within a 
confined space to provide roomwide protection

• The Mars UVC module continuously cleans the internal 
components that prevents biological growth and 
provides a sanitized passage for air

• Mars UVC can destroy biological contaminants passing 
through the air curtain unit

• Mars UVV module oxidizes odors associated with VOCs, 
food prep/cooking and kitchen refuse, receiving areas, 
lavatories, chemicals, smoking, walk-in coolers and dock 
areas

Using Mars UVC air curtains may minimize viruses and pathogens from the air curtain 
internal components and output air flow thereby helping sanitize your interior spaces. The 
Mars UVC may reduce or eradicate TB, Listeria, Salmonella, MRSA and Serratia marcescens 

as well as SARS-COV (2003) through continual air exposures.

Use the Mars UVC to minimize viruses and pathogens from the air curtain and output air flow.

Mars UVC 
air curtains can 

minimize viruses 
and pathogens & 
help sanitize your 

interior spaces.

HOW DOES THE MARS UVC ACTIVE  
AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEM WORK?
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• FOOD SERVICE/KITCHEN SETTINGS: 
Protect vulnerable foodservice prep 
and serving areas from dust, pathogens, 
flying pests, & debris. Can reduce the 
build-up of ethylene from fruits and 
produce and restrict microbial growth. 
By reducing oil accumulation in the air 
curtain unit, additional microbial growth 
averted. Well suited to:   

	¡ Dry goods/produce storage

	¡ Walk-in coolers: Reduce food 
spoilage and odors while stabilizing 
temperatures

	¡ Organic waste collection containers 
and autoclaves 

	¡ Frying and cooking stations

• HEALTHCARE SETTINGS: Sanitized 
protection for surgical centers, 
patient waiting areas and 
foodservice settings.

• LAVATORIES: Eradicate 
tough odors and amplify 
sanitation.

• ENTRANCE DOORS/
CUSTOMER ENTRANCES: 
Visitor and customer 
entrances can be sanitized and 
realize barrier protection without 
impeding traffic.

• CLEAN ROOMS (MANUFACTURING 
& HEALTHCARE): Protect vulnerable 
manufacturing & healthcare clean 
rooms and comply with regulatory 
constraints.

• PRODUCE FARMS & CANNABIS 
CULTIVATORS: Reduces odors and 
minimizes the cannabis fumes that can 
release to the building exterior. Reduce 
mold, spores and mildew in growing soil.

• SMOKING LOUNGES: Reduces lingering 
smoke odors and neutralizes indoor air 
with proper sanitation cycles.

• RECEIVING DOORS: Reduces lingering 
refuse odors and creates barrier from 
entering interior spaces. 

MARS UVC® PROVIDES THE CLEAN YOU NEED TO 
ERADICATE ODORS, PATHOGENS AND VIRUS STRAINS

 
When the 

setting demands 
particulate removal, 
Mars HEPAC®offers  

alternative sani- 
tizing support.


